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In this paper the author establishes a new relation between Jacobi polynomials. 
1. Consider the Jacobi and ultraspherical polynomials PFqB’(x), 
PAA’( defined in hypergeometric form 
SF, --n,n+a+8+1;a+l;Y), ( 
p?‘(x) = + 2Fl (-tl, n + 2h; h + +; 9, , 
where (a& = 1, (a), = a(a + 1) 4.. (Q + n - I), and note that the ultra- 
spherical polynomials are related to the Jacobi polynomials by the formula 
Brafman has proved, for the Jacobi and ultraspherical polynomials, the 
formula [l] 
(1.1) 
In this paper we prove the more general relation between Jacobi polynomials 
pp’(x) = p~(a+s)/2.(a+o)/2)(X) 
a - fi i (((a - /3)/z) - rh + 1),-l p(rh+(a+8)/2.7--+h+(a+E)/2)(X) 
Y! n r (; .2) 
where h is a real parameter. 
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The proof of (1 .l), g’ tven by Brafman, seems to be long and involved, while 
we give for (1.2), and consequently for (1. l), a simple and direct proof by using 
the Abel formula for factorial powers [2] 
(x + ?/ha - (Jc)n 
1’ 
= “t’ (;) (x + nh -Yigr (y - nh + Yh + l)++r ) n > 0. 
r=0 (1.3) 
Putting into (1.3) .Y = ((CZ + 8)/2) + s + 1 and y = (a - /3)/2, from which 
m + y = OL + s + 1, and writing n - s for n, we then obtain 
. +((n-r-s)h+l) 
( 
. 
n--r--s--l 
Multiplying the first and second members by (--+I), , and replacing r with 
r - s, we arrive at 
-~~1(-‘)‘-“-12r_(~+(,__y)h+sc’) 
r=s (Y-S)! 2 r-s 
* ‘+Qn-y)h+l) (, 
. 
n-r-1 
Multiplying the preceding members on both sides by ((n + 01 + ,6 + l),Jn!s!) t”, 
and summing over s from 0 to tl, at once we deduce 
(a + ‘>7l F ‘--n,n+a+fl+l;t 
71. 1 21 ( a+ 1; ) 
_ ((a + B + w%I --n,n+ol+/3+l;t 
n. I zF1( (a.-tfl$-2)/2; 1 
. (!?+E 
+ (n - f-1 h + s + qps (9 - (n - Y) h + l).r-, 
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. (((a - /3)/2) - (n - 7) h + l)n-,-1 
(?a - r)! * zF1 (((a 
--r,n+a+++-t;t 
+ /3)/2) + (n - r) h + 1; 1 
a - f4 * (((a - /3)/2) - rh + 1L . (((a + 8)/2) + l-h + l)n-r 
=2z1 r. I (n - Y)! 
.zFl 
‘--n+r,n-tol+fl+l;t 
( 1 ((~+P)p)+rh+l; . 
Finally, the preceding relation can be expressed in terms of Jacobi polynomials, 
and with t = (1 - x)/2 it becomes the wanted formula (1.2). In particular, for 
h = +, (1.2) reduces to (1.1). 
2. Putting into (1.1) OL = 2h - 1, /3 = --A - tl, 
cos 0 - 3i sin 0 
x = cos 0 + i sin 0 
(iz = -1), 
and applying the formula [3] 
Ph-l,--h--n)(X) = e-inepp(cos @, 
n 
we then obtain the following formula concerning ultraspherical polynomials: 
pt)(cos 0) = ((A - 11 + 1)/&I ein0p((A-n)/2)(l  _ 2e-2ie) 
(1 - 478 
+(A), -. 3h + 2 n - 1 eino i(-1)‘3Xfn--r-t1 r ! ( 2 (2-l) 
7=1 
1 
T-l 
. (A - n), ( A--n+r+1 2 ),_, py_l;n+y 1 - 2e-29. 
3. Now it is necessary to recall the well-known formula 
p$qx) = (A$?)” pf.“’ (52) , 
where 0~’ = -2n - 01 - p - 1. 
We deduce that 
1-xn 
P?(x) = (;y);)., -j-- n ( 1 
P(-2h-2n.h-l/2) x + 3 
( 1 x--l’ 
p((h-d/2)(1 _ ze-2ie) = ((x ~lnd~);),21 
n 
n 
P;f;eW p~~-n.(~-n-1)12)(iCtg 0). 
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Moreover we recall the formula 
Next, putting into (2.1) these expressions of PAA’(cos e), Pi(n-nli’z’( 1 - 2e-zie), 
the analogous expression for P~~;n+r)‘z)(l - 2e-2is), and writing X for i ctg 8, 
v for -A - n + t, it is easy to obtain the following formula expressing the ultra- 
spherical polynomials PC’(X) in terms of Jacobi polynomials: 
* P:‘(x) 
_ ~(Y-li2.-(V+212+1!2)/2)(X) 
n 
(3.1) 
3v + 2n - $ n 
2 
c ((-3~ - 2n --; + 5/2)/2),-r (1 ; “) 
Z=l 
. p(1~r-1’2,(-u-2n+r-l/2)/2) 
n r w- 
4. The Brafman formula can be further generalized by replacing the 
sequence I(n + 01 + p + l)S / by the arbitrary sequence / ‘ys 1 . Hence, in 
accordance with this assumption, it the more general formula follows: 
a - p n ((a - /3)/2) - A + l)r-1 . ((a + R/2) + P-h + ‘h-r 
= TZl I Y. (n - I)! (4 1) 
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